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It’s dawn. 

The bright sunlight shone through the creamy curtains, and the wide Simmons bed that lay across the 

bedroom was rippling and fragrantly inviting. 

A man and a woman cuddled together in an ambiguous position, the intoxicating scent of their bodies 

beneath them, the soft cotton-like contact of their bodies making the drowsy man not want to open his 

eyes. 

Lin Kai wrapped his arms around the tender, fragrant body that one would like to sleep in for a long 

time, and the energetic man became aroused once again and instinctively moved. 

This movement immediately woke up Tang Huimin, who was half asleep and half awake. 

Shyly, she opened her eyes to see the heavy body pressed against her, a pair of sturdy arms that almost 

broke her small waist, and also Lin Kai’s handsome face. 

“Kai ……” she said, her beautiful eyes closed in enjoyment and her mouth dreamily. 

“Huimin!” Lin Kai called out softly, gazing at her fondly, wrapping his arms around her, cupping her face 

and kissing her gently on the lips. 

Enthralled by his kiss, Tang Huimin wrapped her hands around his neck and returned the kiss with an 

even more fervent and passionate kiss. 

Her mind went blank, her body burned, her body gradually became wet, and her long, slender legs 

unconsciously lifted up to hook around his waist. 

Lin Kai picked her up and pressed her to his body. 

Tang Huimin opened her eyes and looked at him with expectant eyes. 

Lin Kai kissed her deeply again, his hands kept stroking her whole body. It was as if she was floating on a 

cloud, she could already feel the fluid flowing out of her body and she was overwhelmed with 

excitement in anticipation of his further actions. 

There was a comforting sensation in her body as a gradually expanding object was beginning to push up 

against her, closing in on her and rapidly drawing closer to her. 

She could already clearly feel the object crawling over the small of her back, the temperature constantly 

coming through the thin nightgown like a burning stone, scorching her body. 

The object was still pulsating, stimulating her body with every beat, creating a whirlwind of pleasure in 

her body and drawing her in. 

Gusts of comfort hit Tang Huimin’s brain, causing her body to arch upwards, involuntarily tilting her 

head back and exhaling pleasurable breaths from her mouth. 



Lin Kai slowly squirmed on top of Tang Huimin, giving vent to the wonderful impulses that were 

constantly building up inside her, and so the squirming and squeezing became faster and harder and 

faster. 

Under Lin Kai’s constant squeezing and writhing, the pleasure inside Tang Huimin seemed to be 

squeezed out, rushing to her limbs and brain, and the attraction became irresistible. 

Her brain was already consumed by desire, finally dragging her completely into the whirlwind of passion. 

Her hands involuntarily tightened around Lin Kai’s toned body and she struggled to arch her body to 

meet it as the waves of desire continued to lift her upwards, finally sending her to a new height as they 

did so. 

Suddenly, Lin Kai’s body pulsed violently inside Tang Huimin for a few moments and then stopped 

moving, and the body squeezing her tightly gradually relaxed, closing its eyes in bliss. 

…… 

The first thing you need to do is to open your eyes and take a look at your mobile phone on the bedside 

table, and you can’t help but cry out in surprise. 

“Yah, it’s already seven o’clock!” 

She gently nudged Lin Kai and said, “Xiao Kai, we should get up, or else you’ll be late for school.” 

With that, she jumped off the bed, put on her pajamas and rushed straight to the bathroom. 

Lin Kai stretched and also got out of bed after her, followed closely to the bathroom and asked Tang 

Huimin who was rinsing her mouth. 

“Little aunt, can I go and make you breakfast?” 

Tang Huimin smiled and said, “Sure, I’d like to try your cooking!” 

After a flurry of activity, Lin Kai carried the breakfast and placed it on the dining table. Tang Huimin had 

already finished putting on her make-up in front of the dressing table mirror and she came out of the 

bedroom to sit at the dining table waiting for the meal to start. 

“Wow, it smells so good, it must be delicious!” Tang Huimin took the plate from Lin Kai, picked up her 

chopsticks and stuffed her mouth with a bite of the fried egg. 

Lin Kai made a glass of milk and handed it to her, saying, “It’s still early, so take your time and eat!” 

As he said that, he picked up the milk and poured it into his stomach, “Oh,” Tang Huimin couldn’t help 

but laugh at the way he was swallowing. 

Lin Kai asked inexplicably, “What are you laughing at?” 

Tang Huimin’s eyebrows were stretched, “I’m laughing at the way he’s eating so fast, like he’s on fire, is 

he physically exhausted and wants to replenish his energy as soon as possible?” 

“Hehehe!” Lin Kai went around to her back and wrapped his arms around her, kissing her cheek. 



Tang Huimin put down her chopsticks, kissed him back and said, “Alright, I’m full, in a moment, let me 

drive you to school first!” 

“As you wish!” 

Lin Kai immediately released her, put his hands to his ears, made a standing salute, and picked up the 

dishes after the meal and walked into the kitchen. 

Tang Huimin watched his back as he disappeared in the dining room, a happy sweetness welling up in 

her heart. 

Wrapping up the kitchen, he left to follow Tang Huimin out of the house. 

After going downstairs, Lin Kai sat in the passenger seat of Tang Huimin’s police car. 

Tang Huimin started the car and drove it away from the public security compound, heading straight 

towards Yanjing University. 

When the Mitsubishi cross-country police car left the entrance of the public security family compound, a 

van parked not far away slowly started and followed closely behind. 

…… 

Along the way, Tang Huishen felt particularly comfortable in her heart, her thoughts completely 

immersed in happiness and joy. 

It was rush hour, and although the streets seemed crowded with more pedestrians and vehicles, with 

traffic jams everywhere, yet she felt that it didn’t take long to reach the entrance of Yanjing University. 

After bidding farewell to Tang Huimin and getting out of the car, Lin Kai stood in place until Tang Huimin 

disappeared from her sight in that Mitsubishi police car, before turning around and walking towards the 

campus. 

…… 

Tick tock! 

Suddenly, there was a shrill sound of a horn behind her. 

Turning back, he found a red Ferrari sports car parked in front of him and a beautiful girl with long hair 

sticking her head out from the driver’s seat. 

 


